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Abstract: Studies have found that the use of professionals and industry representatives can enhance students’ confidence and their self-belief (Subramaniam & Freudenberg, 2007). Self-efficacy is an important measure of an individual’s capacity to cope with learning and performing, whether at university or in the workplace. Bandura’s social cognitive theory defines self-efficacy as ‘beliefs in one’s capabilities to organize and execute the courses of action required to produce given attainments’ (Bandura, 1997, p.3). The importance of a person’s efficacy cannot be underestimated as it can influence the courses of action they choose to pursue as well as how much effort they will expend in given situations. Prior studies have found that a student’s self-efficacy is correlated with various outcomes including self-regulatory behaviour (such as awareness of learning approach used and time taken), motivation constructs, and academic performance (Collins, 1982; Zimmermann, et al., 1992; Pajares, 1994; Keef and Roush, 1997; Christensen, Fogarty and Wallace, 2002). In terms of improving and developing self-efficacy, studies indicate that self-efficacy can be enhanced in various ways, which includes work integrated learning (WIL) (Tucker & McCarthy, 2001; Subramaniam & Freudenberg, 2007). This paper reports how a Professional Development Program (PDP) with WIL characteristics was developed and integrated into an undergraduate degree to allow for the development of students’ self-efficacy through mastery experiences, modelling, social persuasion and physiological states. This paper details the procedures that have been developed, and provides preliminary evidence on the impact of the PDP in the 1st year of delivery and compares this with a control group from another campus without this program. We argue that the WIL program in an undergraduate degree in partnership with industry has assisted students in gaining a greater understanding of ‘self’ and improved their self-efficacy.
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Introduction

COMMENCING UNIVERSITY STUDY can be a challenging undertaking for students, as they are faced with the prospect of learning new technical skills and the developing of generic skills. The concern for students to successfully transition is represented by ongoing studies into the 1st year experience (James et al., 2010). A second transitional issue relates to the workplace. There is ongoing industry concern that universities are not equipping students with the generic skills necessary to successfully transition into the workplace (Business, Industry and Higher Education Collaboration Council, 2007, p 2).
Self-efficacy, being the students’ belief about their personal capabilities (Bandura, 1997), is a critical factor in skills development. Although universities may equip students with technical and generic skills, a lack of self-efficacy can inhibit students’ ability to perform tasks at university and in the workplace. As Bandura points out ‘a capability is only as good as its execution’ (Bandura, 1982, p 122).

A Professional Development Program (PDP), with Work Integrated Learning (WIL) components, was developed as part of the business discipline at an Australian university to address these transitional issues. Prior studies have demonstrated that WIL experiences can improve self-efficacy (Freudenberg et al., 2008; Subramaniam & Freudenberg, 2007). The PDP aimed to provide students with not only a greater understanding of how to be successful in their university studies but also the industry they would subsequently enter. The PDP also provided opportunities for students to participate in challenging activities that could improve their self-efficacy, through learning, experience and feedback (Gist & Mitchell, 1992).

This paper offers preliminary analysis of the PDP relying on self-reported measures of student self-efficacy for two cohorts of business students in the first 12 months of their study at university. The remainder of this paper examines the theoretical basis of the potential WIL has on student self-efficacy. The design of the PDP as well as the research method is then discussed. This is followed by a discussion of the results. The final sections then consider limitations and the potential for further research before concluding.

**Theoretical Background**

The theoretical underpinning for this research relates to the work on self-efficacy, and the impact WIL may have on its development.

**Self-efficacy**

Self-efficacy refers to a person’s beliefs, thoughts, and feelings about their personal capabilities (Bandura, 1977, 1986). The literature divides self-efficacy into general and task-specific dimensions. While generalised self-efficacy pertains to one’s confidence in one’s own coping skills which can be manifested in a wide range of challenging situations, task self-efficacy is more domain or context specific (Bandura, 1997). In a higher education context, the importance of self-efficacy is that it can determine student behaviour in a given situation. Self-efficacy is positively related to performance, satisfaction, academic persistence, choice of career opportunities and once the student enters the workplace – career competency (Bandura, 1982; Gist & Mitchell, 1992). For example, studies of first year university students in Australia have identified self-efficacy as a predictor of persistence and satisfaction with their studies (Quinn, 1999) and academic performance (McKenzie & Schweitzer, 2001).

A person’s self-efficacy is not stagnant and can be developed through mastery experiences, modelling, social persuasion and physiological states (Bandura, 1982; Gist, 1987; Wood & Bandura, 1989; Chowdhury et al., 2002). Mastery experiences are seen as the most effective way of developing self-efficacy and occur when a student is given the opportunity of mastering an idea or concept (Bandura, 1982; Chowdhury et al., 2002). WIL programs such as service learning and internships provide mastery experiences which enable students to apply the skills taught in class to complete a task (Coll et al., 2001; Tucker and McCarthy, 2001). Modelling also enhances self-efficacy through observation and social comparison (Tucker & McCarthy, 2001). With observation, students see how others have managed difficult
situations, whereas students engaged in social comparison can identify how similar individuals have succeeded.

Another way of developing self-efficacy is through social persuasion. Students receive realistic encouragement surrounding current and future task performance. The effectiveness of social persuasion is dependent on the credibility of the provider – more credible sources lead to better development of self-efficacy (Wood & Bandura, 1989). Finally, self-efficacy can be developed through student awareness of their physiological state when confronted with a task, as it can be a predictor for poor performance. Students can enhance self-efficacy by modifying their physiological state, such as reducing their stress levels (Wood & Bandura, 1989).

**Self-efficacy and WIL**

WIL is typically described as ‘educational programs which combine and integrate learning and its workplace application, regardless of whether this integration occurs in industry or whether it is real or simulated’ (Atchison et al., 2002, p. 3). There are a number of WIL models, such as: Mentored Employment; University/Industry Research; Supervised Work Experience; Customised Accredited Workplace Learning; Enterprise Development and Entrepreneurial Programs; and Simulations (Atchison et al., 2002). Research has identified the benefits of WIL for student learning in terms of personal development and professional skills (Day et al., 1982; Harvey et al., 1999; Knight, 2007) and improved attitudes and behaviours towards work readiness (Hughes and Moore, 1999).

WIL programs can provide a platform for students to enhance their self-efficacy and thereby lead to the potential for greater task performance and career development (Lent & Hackett, 1987; Lent et al., 2002). WIL programs provide students with a history of varied experiences which may boost a student’s self-efficacy when encountering a variety of future situations (Sherer et al., 1982; Chen et al., 2001). Industry participation has been employed in WIL programs to improve self-efficacy. Students who can observe and obtain feedback from senior professionals in their field are likely to have a significant effect on their self-efficacy (Coll et al., 2001) and provide students with a richer understanding of the key attributes of success (Harvey et al., 1997). Positive growth in students’ self-efficacy has been demonstrated with WIL experiences of a Student-Industry Conference and an Employment Ready Program (Freudenberg et al., 2008; Subramaniam & Freudenberg, 2007).

Drawing on the authors’ previous WIL experiences and the established literature, the PDP was created to develop students’ self-efficacy as well as other skills.

**Design of the PDP**

The PDP is integrated into a business degree which offers majors in accounting and financial planning. The PDP is designed for the systematic development of students’ learning, employment and generic skills while providing students with industry knowledge and exposure to industry. The PDP achieves continuous orientation by scaffolding generic skills development,

---

1 There are a number of terminologies used to describe WIL, including cooperative learning and service learning, however the term WIL is used in this paper for consistency.
industry awareness and exposure prior to every trimester in each year of the degree and tailoring the program to the unique student life cycle within the business degree.

The PDP is delivered in the days prior to the start of each trimester (known respectively as PD#1, PD#2 and PD#3), in each of the students’ three years of study. A critical element to the success of the PDP is industry participation in the design and delivery of sessions within the PDP, thereby giving the PDP WIL characteristics. Industry representatives include practitioners, human resources staff, recent graduates and professional bodies related to accounting and financial planning. University staff (academic and non-academic) and external consultants conduct the remaining PD sessions.

The focus of this paper is on the activities of first year students as part of the PDP. Below is a detailed description of the PDP and what activities were involved to develop students’ self-efficacy, through Mastery, Modelling, Persuasion and Physiological.

**First PD Days**

The first PD Days are held at the end of January for three days in the week prior to the start of the 1st trimester (PD#1). There is significant industry participation in PD#1, with approximately 40 industry representatives being involved at some time over the three days. In addition to funding and attendance at the Industry Breakfast, industry delivered a number of sessions in PD#1 for the 1st year students including ‘personal planning’, ‘goal setting’, ‘professional presentation’ and ‘networking skills’. For commencing students the first PD Days were very much an integrated orientation program, but additional attributes of forming relationships with other new and established students (through Pod activities) and initial networking with industry. The PD#1 workshops address many of the generic skills required by students. Some of the more ‘traditional’ orientation activities covered included timetabling, library database, academic planning and counselling services. Also, learning services advisors conducted sessions on time management, academic writing and study skills. A number of these sessions included presentations by past students sharing their experiences [thus allowing Modelling to occur]. Teachers of first year students also facilitated modelling during a panel session discussion on ‘what makes a successful student’ [Modelling].

Students are allocated to Pod mentoring groups in PD#1. The idea of ‘Pods’ is based on the collective noun for a group of whales and consists of a collection of students, industry and academics. An individual Pod consists of approximately three 1st year students, three 2nd year students and three 3rd year students, at least one industry member, and an academic to help with facilitation. There are a number of formal and informal Pod activities designed to improve the relationship between members.

The formal Pod activities in PD #1 include a campus trivia tour, library trivia tour and study skills workshop – which allow 1st year students to hear about the experiences and techniques used by 2nd and 3rd year students [Modelling]. An informal ‘mock networking’ session in Pod groups allows the 1st year students to practice and receive feedback about their networking skills prior to an Industry Breakfast [Mastery, Persuasion & Physiological]. The Industry Breakfast enables students and industry to talk to each other about university and the profession [Mastery] and students to observe the professional presentation and networking skills of industry [Modelling]. The final Pod meeting which follows the Industry Breakfast involves the industry member, with discussion about the importance of ‘learning’ at work and at university [Modelling & Persuasion].
Second PD Days

The second instalment of the PDP (PD#2) is held over two days in the week prior to the start of the second trimester (May). Again there is a large industry involvement, with approximately 40 industry representatives being involved over the two days.

For 1st year students, PD#2 focused on improving their academic skills and preparing them for the job application and interview process. A workshop was conducted on advanced excel spread-sheeting skills to assist students with the software utilised in many of their business assignments [Mastery & Persuasion]. Career service advisors conducted sessions on CV writing, letter of application and interview skills, with a particular focus on accounting and financial planning. As part of these sessions, past students shared their experiences about the recruitment process and how to handle the potential stress involved [Mastery, Modelling & Physiological]. Learning advisors also conducted a session on oral presentation skills which would assist students in preparing for the Student-Industry Conference in PD#3 [Mastery].

Further Pod activities helped cement relationships developed in PD#1. The Pod activities in PD#2 included sessions on ‘confidence in drama’ and ‘mock interviewing’. These Pod sessions enabled students to practice key skills in a safe environment while still receiving feedback [Mastery, Modelling, Persuasion & Physiological]. The final Pod meeting with the industry member discussed ‘what graduates should do in the first 5 years of practice’ [Modelling].

In addition to funding, industry delivered a number of sessions for the 1st year students, including a HR Panel Session on ‘What firms are looking for in graduates’ [Modelling, Persuasion & Physiological]; ‘Professional Presentation’ [Modelling], ‘Different Roles in the Profession’ and ‘Internship: Opportunities and the Challenges’. This last session included past students talking about the challenges of studying and working part-time, as well as what to do if things get out of control [Modelling, Persuasion & Physiological]. The major industry session for PD#2 was a networking lunch, followed by ‘Speed Dating Interviews’ which allowed 1st year students to do a number of quick five minute interviews with industry to gain confidence with them, as well as enhance their knowledge about the profession and different firms. After each interview, industry provided feedback to students about their overall performance, their strengths and how they could improve next time [Mastery, Persuasion & Physiological]

Third PD Days

The third instalment of the PDP (PD#3) occurred over two days in the week prior to the start of the third trimester (Sept). For 1st year students the first day of PD#3 focused on improving their technical skills and developing their generic skills, with sessions such as intermediate research skills [Mastery]. Industry assisted in the delivery of a number of sessions for the 1st year students, including ‘Professional Framework of Practice’ [Modelling], ‘Dealing with Clients’ [Modelling], ‘Relationship Building’, and ‘Professional Practice’.

Further Pod activities occurred to enhance relationships between students and industry. The Pod activities in PD#3 included a session on ‘practicing oral presentations’ [Mastery, Persuasion & Physiological] and a meeting with their industry member discussing ‘Sustain-
ability the Professional Challenge' and the importance of initiative in the workplace [Modelling].

The second day of PD#3 involved a showcase event, being the Student-Industry Conference. The theme of the Conference was ‘Breaking the Drought: Sustainability - the Professional Challenge’. There was a large industry representation, with approximately 22 industry representatives being involved with the Conference. The Student-Industry Conference provides an innovative learning experience for students during which students present an assignment from one of their courses, or on a topic related to the Conference theme, to an audience of peers, industry representatives and academics [Mastery]. Industry involvement included the assessment of student presentations with feedback [Persuasion & Physiological]. Students were also able to listen to industry presenting papers relevant to financial planning and accounting [Modelling].

Accordingly, it is argued that through involvement with the PDP there is the potential for the enhancement of students’ self-efficacy.

Research Method

This study employs a longitudinal survey methodology to examine the impact of the PDP on first year students (the PD Students). The instrument was administered at the start of the university year in ‘orientation week’ in an attempt to capture students prior to engaging extensively with the university. The instrument was readministered 12 months later at the start of the students’ second year to gauge the level of student development. In addition, a control group (the Control Group) of students in a similar degree that does not include the PDP were surveyed at similar times as the primary sample. There are two cohorts of students who to date have been surveyed, being those students who commenced in 2008 (referred to as the 1st Cohort), and those commencing in 2009 (referred to as the 2nd Cohort).

Survey Instrument

The survey instrument developed included four sections. The first contained standard demographic questions, with remaining sections containing questions about the students’ satisfaction, perceptions of self-efficacy and generic skills. The focus of this paper is students’ self-efficacy. In formulating the survey instrument to measure students’ self-efficacy the prior work which has focused on task-specific as well as generalised self-efficacy was utilised (Bosscher & Smit, 1998; Chen & Gully, 1997; Kirk & Brown, 2003; Subramaniam & Freudenberg, 2007). Consequently, a 21 item measure of self-efficacy was adopted, comprising both task specific items and generalised measures. Students rated their self-efficacy on a five point scale from ‘not confident at all’ (1) to ‘very confident’ (5).

General self-efficacy scales have demonstrated valid associations with initiation and persistency in behaviour (Sherer et al., 1982). However, it is argued that task-specific items will better predict individual behaviour at work. For instance, Wang and Richard (1998) provide empirical support indicating that task-specific measures could outperform a general efficacy scale in the prediction of performance on cognitive tasks.
Descriptive Statistics

For Cohort 1, a total of 178 useable student surveys resulted from this process (it was not mandatory for students to participate). Of these, 67 were from the PD Students in 1st year and 35 in the 2nd year. For the Control Group there were 27 and 49 respondents in the 1st and 2nd year surveys respectively. For Cohort 2, a total of 203 student surveys were obtained, with 93 from PD Students (65 1st year and 28 2nd year), and 110 from the Control Group (86 1st year and 24 2nd year). Summary descriptive statistics for the samples are provided in Table 1.
### Table 1: Descriptive Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cohort 1</th>
<th>PD Students #1</th>
<th>Control Group #2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt; Year</td>
<td>2&lt;sup&gt;nd&lt;/sup&gt; Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic students</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 20</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-30</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-40</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;40</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entrance Score*</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>8.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cohort 2</th>
<th>PD Students #2</th>
<th>Control Group #2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt; Year</td>
<td>2&lt;sup&gt;nd&lt;/sup&gt; Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic students</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 20</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-30</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-40</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;40</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entrance Score*</td>
<td>10.13</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Entrance score refers to the average OP (Overall Position) score that is used in the State of Queensland for tertiary entrance which is on a 1 to 25 scale, with 1 the highest band.*
While the demographics of the PD Students are similar between the two Cohorts, there are some differences with the Control Group – especially the age spread. Between the PD Students and the Control Group there are also differences in terms of the population of international students, as there is a greater percentage within the Control Group.

**Results and Discussion**

Summary survey data presented in Table 2 provides evidence to support the notion that participation in the PDP had a positive impact on students’ self-efficacy.

For the 1\textsuperscript{st} and 2\textsuperscript{nd} Cohort of PD Students the greatest improvement with self-efficacy were measures #18, #19 and #20 which relate to career, networking skills and the job interview process. This result suggests that the workshops which are geared towards recruitment in PD#2 are having a significant positive effect on student self-efficacy with this process. At the other end of the spectrum, consistently the smallest growth in self-efficacy relates to measures #4 (obtaining outcomes that are important to the individual) and #13 (listen effectively to gain information) – although these measures are still positive over the 12 month period.

Indeed for all measures of self-efficacy both the Cohorts of PD Students have positive growth, with the exception of measure #8 for the 2nd Cohort (complete most tasks very well compared to other people). This negative movement may relate to a degree of over confidence by these students or that they underestimated the academic quality of their colleagues at the beginning of their degree. The change in self-efficacy for the PD Students is illustrated in Figure 1.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Student Self-efficacy Development in the PD Students and the Control Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Self-Efficacy Measure: How confident are you in your ability to...</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. progress through the ranks in a new place of employment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. ...achieve most career goals that you have been able to set for yourself.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. ...accomplish difficult tasks when faced with them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. ...obtain outcomes that are important to you.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. ...succeed at almost any endeavour to which you put your mind to.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. ...successfully overcome many challenges.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. ...perform effectively on many different tasks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. ...complete most tasks very well compared to other people.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. ...perform quite well even when things are tough.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. ...know what is expected of you as a worker.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. ...know how things ‘really work’ inside an organisation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. ...to be clear when presenting your ideas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. ...listen effectively to gain information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. ...coordinate tasks within your work group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. ...function well at work even when faced with personal difficulties.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. ...manage conflict among group members.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. ...invent new ways of doing things.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. ...begin a career in the Degree that you are studying.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. ...network with Industry members of the profession that you are studying.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. ...be more effective in job interviews for your Profession.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. ...recognise and take advantage of opportunities when they arise.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The change in self-efficacy for the Control Group is illustrated in Figure 2. Measures #15 (function well at work even when faced with personal difficulties) and #17 (invent new ways of doing things) produced the greatest positive growth in self-efficacy for the 2nd Cohort and the lowest negative growth for the 1st Cohort. Consistently the greatest negative change in self-efficacy for the Control Group is measure #18 (begin a career in the Degree that you are studying) which contrasts dramatically with the PD Students. This result is of particular importance to the second transitional issue identified in this paper – from university to the workplace. Whilst students may possess the necessary technical and generic skills, a lack of self-efficacy in commencing their career may affect their ability to apply those skills in executing tasks.

For the 1st Cohort of the Control Group there was negative movement for all measures, except measure #17 (invent new ways of doing things) which had a zero change over the 12 month period. While the 2nd Cohort did not experience the same negative impact on self-efficacy, there was still negative movement in five of the measures. Indeed both cohorts for the Control Group suffered declines in measures: #2 (achieve most career goals that you have been able to set for yourself), #4 (obtain outcomes that are important to you), #11 (know how things ‘really work’ inside an organisation), #16 (manage conflict among group members), and #18 (begin a career in the Degree that you are studying). It is evident that most of these negative measures relate to future employment – and may demonstrate how traditional university studies do not sufficiently meet or give students the confidence for their upcoming careers.
When the ‘change’ is expressed as a percentage, for the 1st Cohort of PD Students they experienced greater than 5% change in all measures (and indeed ten measures had greater than 10% change). For the 2nd Cohort of PD Students they had equal to or greater than 5% change in 18 of the 21 measures (with 8 measures having 10% or greater change). This data is presented in Figure 3. This, it is argued, demonstrates a consistent positive experience of students who participate in the PDP.
Figure 4 demonstrates the percentage change for the Control Group. With the 1st Cohort, none of the measures had a 5% or greater improvement. Indeed, six of the measures had -10% or greater decrease over their first 12 months. For the 2nd Cohort, only four of the measures had greater than 5% growth, with none experiencing 10% or greater growth in the first 12 months of study.

Figure 4: Change in Self-Efficacy as %: Control Group

Figure 5 outlines the difference in change in self-efficacy involving the PD and Control Groups. The ‘difference in change’ is the ‘change’ experienced by the PD Students (Figure 1) less the ‘change’ experienced by the Control Group (Figure 2) for the 1st and 2nd Cohorts. Even though there is some variation in experience between the two cohorts, in all measures of self-efficacy, except #8 (complete most tasks very well compared to other people), the PD Students have had a greater positive change over their first 12 months at university compared to the Control Group.
To provide further evidence in support of the impact of the integrated WIL activities we offer quotes are drawn from the PD Students’ e-portfolios which are designed to engage them in a reflective learning process.³

A key message in the student e-portfolios was the impact of gaining an insight into the profession and how Modelling influenced their self-efficacy:

“At the start of the year I did not see perceive myself as a professional, this is because I did not know how a professional accountant looks or acts. Through my participation in the Professional development program I have met many different accountants and financial planners, this has allowed me to see how an accountant looks, behaves etc. It has also allowed me to compare the already professional accountants to myself so that I could see how professional I have been. In doing so I was able to start acting more like a professional accountant (or at least I think I was), this has improved my perception of myself as a professional. Although I do not believe that I am yet a professional I do believe that I am on the right track on becoming one and that my continuing participation in the professional development program will help me in one day becoming a professional.” (male).

The following quotes demonstrate the benefits students obtained through Mastery experiences in the PDP:

“Looking back to the first day of the first professional development week, I felt like a little kid playing dress ups. I did not clearly understand what being a professional was all about, however I was soon to find out. Throughout the next couple of days many industry representatives spoke to us on the fundamentals of being a professional. We not only learnt how to present ourselves as a professional but how to produce documents in a professional manner. An example of this is seen as we constructed our own professional resumes. We had been taught the theoretical and now it was time for the practical. There were many opportunities

³ The students quoted have kindly given us permission to use reproduce their work here.
for us as students to network with industry representatives over the past year. Boosting our confidence as professionals and getting our foot in the door. I can now say at the end of the year I clearly understand what being a professional entails.” (Female).

**Limitations and Future Research**

The findings of this study should be viewed in light of several limitations including the preliminary nature of the evidence, its case study nature in terms of its external validity, and the short-timeframe of the analysis. Further, the study involves ‘self reporting’ of self-efficacy and it may be that students over/underestimate themselves and that it is not until they enter the workplace they have a more accurate ascertainment of their self-efficacy.

Also the use of WIL may be more powerful for students in the business discipline as students enrolling in professional disciplines place a greater importance on ‘job prospects’ and ‘training for a specific job’ as the reason for enrolling at university (James et al., 2010, p 17-18). Consequently, the influence of WIL may not be as strong for non-professional disciplines.

Additional research opportunities include examining the feasibility, through a cost-benefit analysis, and impact of the PDP on other professional disciplines at university (such as law).

**Conclusion**

Undertaking university study can present many challenges for students, whether it is because they are the first generation in their family to attend, work commitments and/or family commitments. However, it is argued that an important element in overcoming these challenges is one’s sense of self belief/self-efficacy. The PDP, a continuous orientation program with WIL characteristics, provides students with an opportunity to develop their self-efficacy through mastery, modelling, social persuasion and physiological awareness. This paper has demonstrated that students’ participation in the PDP has improved their self-efficacy, with the strongest growth in measures which relate to students’ transition from the classroom to the workplace, namely confidence in: beginning an accounting or financial planning career; networking with industry members; and job interviews. With such improved self-efficacy, students are better equipped to deal with the challenges of university study, as well as starting their subsequent careers. From a higher education perspective, the importance of ‘self’ when developing curriculum to equip students with technical and generic skills should not be underestimated.
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